Shooting Star by Chaban, Ruth
no larger than a portable computer 
the only noise it makes is 
a soft warning hum, almost a murmur 
it looks quite efficient, even deadly 
beside it lies a book of instructions 
even bigger than the machine 
with red-lettered warnings 
on every page —
I feel uneasy
for there is no switch to turn it off
not even a dial to control it
I pick up the book, glance at the first page
"It would be dangerous
to attempt to remove this Machine!"
and the second warning reads
"It would be even more dangerous
to attempt to remove yourself!"
I am afraid to read any further
Very Strange Couple
Nick drew a chicken 
it had 2 eyes 
2 nostrils 
all on one side 
it slumped in a chair 
body all loose and dangling 
and it had a navel 
the disturbing thing was 
it had a navel 
dopefiend chicken 
dopefiend flapcapped Nick 
chicken has a navel 
Nick hasn't
—  Aw c'mon man! he sd 
when the judge pronounced 
sentence
—  Aw c'mon Man! laughing 
& crying together, blinking 
tears away, his mouth twisting 
into a lopsided laugh
but he knew then, that 3rd 
time, his —  Aw c'mon man ... 
whispered, full of bitter 
sudden understanding
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